Foreword
The destiny of any Local Government Units (LGU) depends greatly on its
people. Public officials are installed by the people hoping that progress
and development of their respective locality, could somehow provide
comfort and economic stability.
One of the many indispensable management tool for the development
of the LGU is the Municipal Comprehensive Development and Land Use
Plan (MCD-LUP).This document serve to guide and chart the development
of the LGU in a sustainable, efficient, effective and transparent manner.
The plan is fundamentally based on the inherent attributes of the
municipality such as its people, land and water resources and socioeconomic profile.
As mandated by RA 7160, preparation and formulation of the MCDPLUP is a must for every LGU to enable itself to pursue its own development
aspirations with their own initiative and resources, in line with the overall
developments goals and policies of the national government.
It is hoped that this planning document shall be perused and utilized by
the local government stewards for the purpose it is intended to.

Ret. Gen. FRANCO MAGNO CALIDA
Municipal Mayor
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